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SPACE’s mission
is to provide the
space, resources
and opportunities
for people to create
art, for people to
engage with art
and for people
to develop their
creative potential.
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Impact of SPACE in 2017
• SPACE supported more than 800 artists and creative
micro-businesses at 20 studio sites with affordable
studios
• A further 700 artists were supported with advice and
training to develop their practice
• Practitioners were fostered at all stages of their
careers, from graduate bursary awardees to Turner
Prize winners
• SPACE has seen a gallery and events audience of
14,500
• An increase in digital engagement has resulted in an
online audience of 210,500 people
• 289,250 sq. ft. of creative workspace was developed
and managed across 20 sites
• SPACE brought £4,000,000 of inward investment to
Hackney, our home borough this year, in the form of
grants and earned income
• SPACE invested in some of London’s most deprived
boroughs
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Opposite: 37 Queen Street, Colchester, Essex. Photo: Chris Dorley-Brown

Supporting artists
SPACE supports artists and creative
micro-businesses by providing affordable
studios, professional development and
advocacy.

		
		
		

·
·
·
·

Studios
London Creative Network
Residencies
Bursaries
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Opposite: Adam Dix in his studio at the Triangle during Open Studios. Photo: Palida Boonyarungsrit

Studios
SPACE is committed to sustaining affordable creative
workspace in London.

572 studios supported 799 tenants throughout
the year. 20 studio sites in 7 London boroughs and
Colchester provided 283,607 sq. ft. of space for
creativity. Our studios are helping artists build
sustainable creative businesses in an increasingly
expensive property market.
2 New Studio Sites
37 Queen Street Colchester is SPACE’s first non-London site
with 40 studios. This is a partnership with Colchester borough
council. Essex County council paid for all the fit out. The project
has won a RICS award for best regeneration project in the East
of England.
Havil Street Studios in the old Southwark Town Hall,
Camberwell, provide 12 high-quality new studios, in a
development including student accommodation and Peckham
Theatre. The studios were developed in partnership with
Alumno who covered all the fit-out costs. The scheme includes
2 graduate bursary studios, one sponsored by the developer
Alumno.

The White Building
The White Building, our centre for art and technology, came to an
end after a 5-year partnership with London Legacy Development
Corporation. The project achieved the partnership aims of
raising the profile of Hackney Wick’s creative community and
helped link the inside and outside of the Olympic Park. SPACE
tenant CRATE Brewery and Pizzeria have taken over the lease.
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Opposite: The White Building, Hackney Wick

SPACE Tenant Achievements
- snapshot 2017
• Anne Hardy (Brickfield Studios), Lawrence Lek (The White Building) and
Evariste Maïga (Deborah House) were commissioned by Art Night to
produce new work for the one-day festival.
• David Batchelor (Brickfield Studios) presented the solo exhibition
PSYCHOGEOMETRY at Matt’s Gallery, London and Chromatology at AbAnbar Gallery, Tehran.
• Emma Hart (Haymerle Road) showed a new large-scale installation
commissioned for the sixth Max Mara Art Prize for Women at The
Whitechapel Gallery.
• Heather Phillipson’s (Deborah House) proposal THE END was selected for
the Fourth Plinth, Trafalgar Square, on display 2020 - 2021.
• Laure Prouvost’s (Martello Studios) solo exhibitions included ‘the wet
wet wanderer’ at Contemporary Art, Rotterdam and ‘softer and rounder
so as to shine through your smooth marble’ at SALT Galata, Istanbul.
• Mark Leckey (Sara Lane Studios), Turner Prize winner in 2008, had a solo
show at MoMa PS1, New York, and the solo exhibition Affect Bridge Age
Regression at Cubitt, London.
• Merlin Carpenter’s (Deborah House) solo exhibition Business Women
featured new work at Galerie Neu, Berlin.
• Susan Hiller (Brickfield Studios) had the solo exhibition Paraconceptual
at Lisson Gallery, New York.
• Tomma Abts (Timber Wharf) was featured as part of the group show
Thread Benefit Exhibition at David Zwirner, New York.
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Opposite: Heather Phillipson, THE END, selected proposal for the Fourth Plinth. Photo credit: James O Jenkins

Artist development
SPACE runs a variety of schemes designed to support
and promote artists and art in society. These include
funded artist residencies, bursaries for artists
and London Creative Network, a free professional
development and advice programme for artists and
creative businesses.

• London Creative Network
• Bursaries
• Residencies
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Opposite: London Creative Network workshop at Blackhorse

London Creative Network (LCN) is a tailored development

programme for artists and creative practitioners in London,
assisting participants to innovate their processes and practice.
This is delivered by SPACE with Cockpit Arts, Four Corners and
Photofusion. The programme runs from Spring 2016 to Autumn
2018.

100 artists have been supported through
52 workshops
18 group crits
461 hours of 121 support

“Taking part in the LCN programme has been invaluable and has
enabled me to push my practice forward by engaging with a diverse
range of practitioners, mentors and accessing new technologies and
working methods I had not employed previously”
- Dafna Talmor, LCN participant
“The project is something I’ve wanted to do for a long time but lacked
the necessary time and resources to pursue. The LCN provided these
things, as well as being a supportive environment where I could discuss
the project with other artists, and get practical advice from mentors
both from within SPACE and outside”
- Edwin Mingard, LCN participant

The London Creative Network project is part-financed by the
European Regional Development Fund Programme 2014 to 2020.
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Opposite: Kristina Pulejkova, Modified, 2017. SPACE / LCN Showcase 2017. Photo: David Mirzoeff

Residencies
SPACE residencies were hosted at The White Building and support
artists who work at the intersection of art and technology. These
residencies nurture and support the participating artists by offering
space, time and resources to produce new work, as well as a public
platform to share and develop their ideas.

13 artists have been supported
10 UK based artists + 3 international artists
through partnerships with
the Finnish and the Goethe Institute
Art + Technology residency artists invited the public
to 9 workshops, 3 performances, 2 artist talks and 2
film screenings
HereNow was the artist residency thematic of this year, investigating
the ways in which virtual interfaces are carving out new spaces of
engagement; considering interfaces as sensory layers between us and
the world. SPACE selected seven artists: Ami Clarke, Leah Clements,
Max Colson, Millicent Hawk, They Are Here, Thomas Yeomans,
Vivienne Griffin
HereAfter residency artists’ achievements:
• Dianne Bauer interviewed by BBC Radio 4 - Future Proofing Art
• Gary Zhang work was presented at Mana Contemporary Chicago’s
inaugural Body + Camera festival
• Ilona Sagar had a solo exhibition at the South London Gallery,
London
• Johann Ahrens is part of group installation digital_self at the Irish
Museum of Modern Art, Dublin
“There were many great and unexpected outcomes of the residency, which
came from working with the other artists on the programme. It meant I
got the opportunity to work on an event at Somerset house, as well as
performing at Janna’s show in Helsinki, both of which I wouldn’t have been
able to do with without the support of Art + Tech programme”
- Gary Zhang, HereAfter
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Opposite: HereAfter showcase at The White Building. Photo: Lou Macnamara, 2017
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Bursaries
Bursaries are designed to support artists at critical junctures in their
career, supporting practices in development during early to midcareer years, relieving an artist from financial pressure for a period,
during which they can focus on their practice and progress within
their chosen field.

SPACE supported 8 bursary artists
& 7 Breathing SPACE bursary artists
Providing free studios to artists
worth more than £60,000
Breathing SPACE bursaries provided SPACE tenants, selected
competitively, with a rent break to focus on a project: Katriona
Beales, Layla Curtis, Ben Judd, Caroline List, Evariste Maïga, Mimei
Thompson and Zadie Xa.
SPACE Friends & Patrons supports graduates with a 12-month rentfree studio: Alaa Kassim & Gonçalo Birra (Chelsea College of Arts)
and Clara Dias (Wimbledon College of Arts)
Bursary partnerships are essential to supporting artists with a rentfree studio: Jungyoon Hyen (Korean Cultural Centre UK), Andrea
Zucchini (New Contemporaries), Borbala Szanto (David Troostwyk
Award), Seeun Kim (Valerie Beston Artist Trust), Duncan Loudon
(Alumno Developments)
“This is an opportunity I would not have been able to have without your
support. It has been a rich and valuable chance for me to rethink and
expand my practice and process. I have met many great people through
being there and had some fantastic conversations. It has been wonderful to
meet you all too and I hope we can keep in touch”
- Anita Delaney, New Contemporaries Bursary 2016
“The bursary provides a crucial support to continue my research, produce
work and sustain my creative practice, enabling its exposure to a wider
audience, as an emerging artist in the contemporary art world”
- Clara Dias, SPACE Patrons & Friends 2017
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Opposite: Seeun Kim, Crackle, water mixed oil on canvas, 200 x 180 x 3cm, 2017

Building creative
communities
SPACE works to ensure more people have the opportunity to
take part in and experience the arts. The arts and creativity
inspire and transform lives and are essential ingredients to a
healthy and dynamic society.
By running a variety of programmes SPACE strives to ensure
that communities who live near SPACE studios have the
opportunities to engage in the arts.

		
		
		

· Open Studios
· Artists inspiring young people
· Commissions
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Opposite: People Power WE-Dom exhibition, 2017. Photo: Namuun Zimmermann

Open Studios
Open Studios provide visitors with unique opportunities to visit
behind the scenes, see new artworks and meet the artists.
Always open to all & free!

More than 170 artists
across 12 studio buildings
opened their doors to
more than 4,300 visitors in 2017
Open studios took place at:
37 Queen Street
Arlington
Bridget Riley Studios
Britannia Works
Deborah House
Eastway Laundry
Haymerle Road
Havil Street Studios
Martello Street Studios
The Triangle
The White Building
Victor House
Four open studio events were part of Hackney WickED, providing
a chance to meet some of London’s leading artists and experience
the rich architectural heritage of this area with Europe’s densest
cluster of artists.
“I believe Open Studios offers a valuable moment of transparency – a
way of connecting to both a wider community outside of the building as
well as with our neighbours within, whose work we may previously only
have glimpsed through half-opened doors”
- Sarah Beddington, The Triangle
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Opposite: Open Studios at the Triangle. Photo: Palida Boonyarungsrit

Artists inspiring young people
Learning and Participation’s mission is to engage schoolchildren, young
people and communities with art and artists in the areas of London in
which SPACE runs studios.

Learning has worked with:
37 artists
87 homeless adults
250 young people
through 250 workshops and events

Programme highlights:
Stop Play Record at SPACE in partnership with the ICA, New
Contemporaries, Chisenhale, DAZED and Kingston University presented
Playback, an exhibition showcasing over 200 short films made by young
artist filmmakers from London in one interactive exhibition.
The People Power programme culminated in the exhibition WE-Dom
showing art + technology focused work made by secondary schoolchildren
from Hackney and Newham.
The Urban Voices programme enabled children excluded from school to
make films with SPACE artists and Studio Wayne McGregor dancers.
Learning supported the development of EMMA a punk zine made by
artists and people at Arlington homeless hostel, launched at The
Whitechapel Gallery.
“In class there’s a set structure you have to follow and everyone is doing the
same thing, so you tweak designs – but here you can do anything you want, that’s
the difference – different making, design and thinking – it’s much better as you
get your own choices, you feel proud of it as you made everything - there’s no
teachers template – and it’s yours.”
- Year 9 student, People Power
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Opposite: People Power WE-Dom exhibition, 2017. Photo: Namuun Zimmermann

Commissions
SPACE is committed to supporting artist development by working closely
with four artists, or collectives, each year to commission new works. The
programme champions emerging practice and experimental artist-led
initiatives that encourage exchange between the gallery and our Mare
Street neighbourhood.
Laura Wilson: Folds
Jonathan Baldock: My biggest fear is that someone will crawl into it
Zoe Kreye: Make Our Own Air
Fourthland: BearMotherHouse

Commissions engaged more than 6,600 visitors to gallery
and an estimate of 400,000 through public works
New partnerships with St Joseph’s Hospice & Xenia, a friendship
and language project for migrant, refugee, asylum-seeking and
British women
The commissions aim to continually consider the historical and current
context of Hackney. While maintaining rigorous, challenging content these
attentive, engaging practices offer the opportunity for new encounters
between artist, site, artwork and public.
“Love SPACE programme! Always up to date, relevant events, exhibitions”
- SPACE Mare Street visitor, 2017
“Great work - glad you are still here when so much in London is changing”
- SPACE Mare Street visitor, 2017

SPACE artists’ achievements:
• Florence Peake (The Keeners, 2015) had a solo exhibition at Studio Leigh,
London
• Ivan Argote (An Idea of Progress, 2016) exhibited at the Future Generation
Art Prize short list exhibition in Venice
• Marusa Sagadin (Doris Ionic Iconic, 2016) had a solo exhibition at Christine
Koenig Gallery, Vienna
• Dominic Watson (YEAST, 2016) was the Rome Fellow in Contemporary Art
at British School at Rome
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Opposite: Zoe Kreye, Make Our Own Air, 2017. Credit: Ollie Harrop

Finances
Income from studios represented 76% of SPACE’s revenue, with occupancy
in the studios continuing at over 96%. Grants represented 15% of income.
The company generated a surplus on total funds of £332,968 in the year. The
positive results for the year have allowed SPACE to build its reserves enabling us to pursue the essential programme of maintenance and upgrades
on our current portfolio and build a fund for future studio developments.
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Opposite: Reception at 37 Queen Street, Colchester, Essex. Photo: Chris Dorley-Brown

Funders and
supporters
Thank you to all major
SPACE supporters:

Funder & Supporters
Programme Supporters
Action for Bow
Austrian Cultural Forum
BBC Children in Need
Creative Works London
Embassy of The Netherlands
Foundation for Future London
Goethe Institut
IASPIS
Kings Cultural Institute
Mayor of London
The Valerie Beston Trust
V&A (VARI)
					
Partners				
Arlington
Audiogold
Camden Council
Channel 4
Chisenhale Gallery
CMS Cameron McKenna
CRATE Brewery			
Dazed
Goldsmiths University of London
Greenwich Council
Hackney Council
Harbottle & Lewis
ICA
Islington Council
Kingston University
Limewharf
Machines Room
One Housing Group
Open Desk
Peabody
Savills
Shoreditch Trust
Southwark Council
Tower Hamlets Council
University of The Arts London
Special Advisors
Karsten Schubert Chris Wainright
Property Working Group
Alan Leibowitz, Dorrington (Chair)
Rory Brooke, URS Scott Wilson
Ashley Damiral, CMS Cameron McKenna
Claire Day, Iceni Projects
Toni Lodeiro, Dalton Warner Davis

Development Advisors
Fredrik Carstens, Deutsche Bank (Chair)
Nick Farnhill, Poke London
Jeremy Morton, Harbottle Lewis
Eva Woloshyn, Eva Woloshyn Associates
Patrons & Friends
Patrons & Friends provide essential support
for SPACE’s innovative artist professional
development programme, such as studio
bursaries for emerging artists; the learning
and participation programme where
schoolchildren are inspired by artists and
their practices, as well as SPACE’s core
commitment to providing affordable artist
studios in London.
For more information, please visit
spacestudios.org.uk/support or email
development@spacestudios.org.uk
Honorary Patrons
Bridget Riley C.H, C.B.E. Peter Sedgley
Current Corporate Patrons
Currell
David Zwirner Gallery
Hauser & Wirth
Laure Genillard
Sadie Coles HQ
Stanton Williams Architects
Current Patrons
Alan Leibowitz
Alison Myners
Fatima Maleki
Frances Reynolds
Fredrik Carstens
Fiona Crehan
Richard Crocker
Swantje Conrad
Tuck Muntarbhorn
Karen Knorr
Maria Sukkar
Maureen Paley
Zabludowicz Art Projects
Current Friends
Eva Woloshyn
Heidi Locher Gottlieb
Jeremy & Karen Morton
Peter Lewis Hodges

SPACE was founded in 1968 by artists in
the belief that enjoyment of and access to
arts and creative processes are intrinsic to
the development of a healthy and dynamic
culture.
The objects of the organisation are:
· to foster, promote, advance, maintain and
improve public education and to promote
interest in and appreciation of all forms of art
· to aid, assist and educate necessitous
artists · to promote and improve art and the
production of objects of artistic merit
Our Mission is to provide the space,
resources and opportunities for people to
create art, for people to engage with art and
for people to develop their creative potential.
By providing affordable studio space
to artists in London we support artists
throughout their careers. We complement
this with an arts and education programme
of exhibitions, art and technology,
neighbourhood based learning and
participation projects and training for both
young people and professional artists.
Our activities support the growth of
individuals, encourage ownership of
creativity and nurture a creative society.
Trustees
Selina Mason, Chair, Board of Trustees
Christopher Currell, Trustee
David Cotterrell, Trustee
Fredrik Carstens, Trustee
Maureen Paley, Trustee
Chief Executive – Anna Harding
129 — 131 Mare Street
London E8 3RH
020 8525 4330
spacestudios.org.uk
mail@spacestudios.org.uk
@spacestudios
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